The Children of Willesden Line
A Guide to Characters and References by Topic

Characters (in order of appearance)
Lisa Jura (14)
Professor Issseles - piano teacher
Malka Jura - Lisa's mother
Abraham Jura - Lisa's father, tailor
Rosie Jura - Lisa's older sister
Leo - Rosie's fiance/husband
Sonia Jura (12) - Lisa's younger sister
Michael - boy on train
Sid Danziger - father's cousin in England
Alfred Hardesty - adm. of Bloomsbury House
Monty - chauffeur at Richmond home
Captain Richmond - sponsor in Brighton
Captain Richmond's wife (the lady)
Gladys - housekeeper at Richmond house
Lola - cook at Richmond house
Mrs. Cohen - ran house at Willesden Lane

Children at Willesden Lane:
Edith
Gina (worked w/ Lisa)
Gunter (Gina's boyfriend)
Aaron (Lisa's boyfriend)
Johnny
Paul
Mrs. Glazer - cook at Willesden Lane, from Czechoslovakia
Mr. Dimble - manager of the sewing factory, Platz & Sons
Mrs. McRae - co-worker at Platz & Sons
Mrs. Canfield - Quaker neighbor
Hans - Mrs. Cohen's son, blind
Alex Bronson - Leo's cousin in Mexico
Mabel Floyd - Lisa's teacher at Royal Academy
Esther - Rosie & Leo's daughter

Kristallnacht
p.15-18
Hans injured p.130 ¶4

Lisa's Journey
Train Station in Vienna, p.26 ¶5
Train out of Germany, p.32, ¶13 - p.33
Arrival Hook of Holland, p.38, ¶6 - p.39
Arrival in London, p.42, ¶3
To Bloomsbury House p.23 ¶5, p.45 ¶4
To Children's Holiday Camp/Essex, p.47 ¶4
To Brighton, p.50 ¶1
Biking to London/Bloomsbury House, p.64
To Willesden Lane, p.72
To Mrs. Canfield's house, p.147 ¶6
Acceptance to Royal Academy p. 213 ¶3
Piano at the Howard Hotel p.225
Meeting Michael Jura p. 238 ¶2, p.268 ¶4
War is Over p.244 ¶1
Moving to Mrs. Canfield's p.258 ¶7
Rosie & Leo's arrival p. 259 ¶5
Concert at Wigmore Hall p. 264 ¶6

Getting her sister out
p.47 ¶2
p.48 ¶4
p.59 ¶2
p.71 ¶5
p.92 ¶6
p.95 ¶3
p.97 last ¶ - p.98

News from Home
p.57 ¶2, ¶4 - p.58
p.82 ¶5
p.88 ¶3
p.95 last ¶
p.123 ¶8 (relocation camps)
Sonia Arrives
p.100, next to last ¶

The War
Britain Declares War p.103 ¶5
Rationing p.116 ¶1
Nazis invade Norway & Netherlands p.121 ¶2
Nazis invade France p.122 ¶1
Dunkirk p.124 ¶4
Paris falls p. 125 last ¶
War in Britain p.133¶
Bombing of Pearl Harbor p. 198 ¶3
Kiev Liberated p. 217 ¶1

Looking for Spies/Internment
p.127 ¶1
Gunter arrested p.130, last ¶

Aaron's Experience of Exclusion in Mannheim, Germany
p.156 ¶12 - p.157

Fate of Family
Lisa p.246 ¶3 - p.248  Aaron's family p.250 ¶1
Giving up hope p.250; p.254 ¶5; p.261 ¶10  Gunter's family p.248
Lisa's Parents' Deportation p. 272 ¶1  Gina's family p.254 ¶4

To Discuss
Reactions of British  p.137 ¶6
Nazi Greeting p.159 ¶1
Lisa's Parents p. 267 ¶1